Abstract. Cleveland (1979 Cleveland ( , 1993 introduced the spread-location plot as a diagnostic plot suitable for many types of fitted statistical models. The spread-location plot which plots the absolute residual or square-root absolute residual vs. fitted value along with a robust loess smooth is a useful replacement for the customary practice of plotting residuals vs. fitted values.
Introduction
It is standard practice in regression analysis to plot the residuals against the fitted values. If an increase in variability is detected in this plot then a type of heteroscedasticity exists which can usually be removed by a power transformation (Bartlett, 1947) . Cleveland (1979) pointed out that a drawback of this approach is that simply more data at high fitted values can give the impression of an increase in variability. So Cleveland (1979) suggested plotting the absolute residuals. In this plot an increase in variance corresponds to a monotonic trend. Cleveland (1979) introduced the robust loess nonparametric regression smooth to visually assess the trend in this plot. Since the distribution of the absolute residuals are often skewed, Cleveland (1993) recommends plotting the square root absolute residual against fitted value.
Lack of skewness is important not only in improving our ability to visually assess the spread-location plot but it is also assumed when fitting a robust loess curve. In this note we show that the square root transformation may not always be the best choice and we recommend the simple expedient of using a boxplot to choose a suitable transformation.
Transformation to Symmetry of Absolute Residuals
Let E, the residual, be a random variable with mean zero and let A = |E|. In many cases the distribution of A will be positively skewed. An obvious exception would be the case where E has a uniform distribution.
In general, we seek a power transformation of A, A (p) = A p , p = 0 and 
for which the lack of symmetry is reduced. It is assumed that with probability 1, A > 0.
Consider the case where E has probability density function f (e) and we will assume that the third moment exists. Then the density function of A is 
for any particular distribution of E. While only good numerical integration techniques are required to get the results shown in Table 1 , the computations are more easily performed in a symbolic computation environment where sophisticated symbolic integration routines are available. Most of the results in Table 1 were obtained symbolically. For convenience the decimal approximations are given. A Mathematica notebook containing the detailed derivations of all results in Table 1 is available from my homepage.
As shown in Table 1 , for the normal distribution, the square root trans-formation suggested by Cleveland (1993) is appropriate. But for other distributions, there are better choices. For example, fat-tailed distributions often occur in practice (Tukey, 1960) and Table 1 shows that if the errors are approximated either by a t-distribution on 5 df or by a contaminated normal distribution with a 5% probability of a scale inflation by a factor of 3, then a cube root transformation does better. For Laplace errors, p = 0.25 does better.
Illustrative Example
The ethanol data of Cleveland (1993, p.217, Figure 4 .33) provides as a nice illustration. The boxplots in Figure 1 below show that a log transformation, p = 0, makes the absolute error distribution approximately symmetric. Figure 2 compares the spread-location plots using a square-root and log transformation. Notice that the plot with the log transformation is more symmetrically distributed about the fitted curve. Since the amount of variation exhibited in the data is still quite large, compared to the curve, it is safe to assume that monotone spread is not present.
In practice, if a large degree of monotone spread is detected, it may be desirable to use a slightly different power transformation than that initially chosen on the absolute residuals in order to get symmetric deviations from the loess trend on the spread-location visualization. Fitted Log NOx (log 2 micrograms/J) spread estimate
